
MINUTES OF THE 

BOARD OF TRUSTEES MEETING FOR THE COLUMBUS GEORGIA PUBLIC EMPLOYEE 

RETIREMENT SYSTEMS PENSION AND BENEFIT TRUST FUND 

January 9, 2019 

TRUSTEES PRESENT: Mayor Skip Henderson, Chairman; City Manager Isaiah Hugley, Vice 

Chairman, Jack Kinsman, Trustee; Chuck Staples, Trustee; Finance 

Director Angelica Alexander, Secretary; Mike Higgins, Trustee; Elizabeth 

Cook, Trustee; Drale Short, Trustee; Liliana McDaniel, Trustee; Fray 

McCormick, Trustee 

TRUSTEES ABSENT: Audrey Hollingsworth, Trustee   

OTHERS ATTENDING: Pamela Hodge, Deputy City Manager; Reather Hollowell, HR Director; 

Lucy Sheftall, Assistant City Attorney; Mary Scarborough, Airport 

ADVISORS; Richard Swift, Raymond James 

****************************************************************************** 

CALL TO ORDER: 

Mayor Skip Henderson called the January 9, 2019 meeting of the Board of Trustees of the 

Columbus Georgia Public Employee Retirement Systems Pension Fund and Benefit Trust Fund 

to order. 

MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING: 

The minutes from November 14, 2018 regular Pension Board Meeting were submitted for 

approval. City Manager Isaiah Hugley made the motion to accept minutes with no corrections. 

Jack Kinsman seconded the motion, the board voted, and the minutes were unanimously 

approved as submitted. 

 

INVESTMENT UPDATE: 

a. Performance Review 

Richard Swift briefly mentioned the plan’s market performance based on various 

indices. Total return for one year was down 4.60% vs 3.60% for the index.  Richard 

briefly summarized the performance for each of the managers highlighting those who 

underperformed as well as those who have progressed in their performances.  

 

Due to their underperformance, Richard took a few minutes to go into more detail 

about Fixed Income Non-Traditional Manager Prudential Hedged Fixed, Fixed Income 

High Yield Manager Allianz Short Duration, International Equity Manager Causeway 

International, Large Cap Value Manager TCW Investment Management, Balanced Global 



Manager Allianz Tactical, and Emerging Markets Manager Lazard Emerging. Richard 

provided market allocations by manager then briefly summarized market performance 

for several managers while also providing under-performance explanations for 

Prudential Hedged Fixed, Allianz Short Duration, Causeway International, TCW 

Investment Management, Allianz Tactical, and Lazard Emerging.  

 

Richard presented the board with information on each active manager which provided 

the value of each portfolio and their performance since inception. Richard expressed 

concern for TCW and Allianz Tactical but all other accounts are performing as expected. 

There were no questions for Richard about performance or the market place.  

 

b. Asset Allocation 

Richard reviewed the asset allocations by class in accordance with the investment policy 

statement and their respective targets. As of January 7, 2019, the fund showed 60.7% 

equity vs. 39.3% fixed income. Richard reviewed the Asset Allocation for a few minutes 

and provided the board with guidelines and historical references regarding fixed vs 

equity allocations. 

 

Richard presented the board with information on Capital Markets. Information provided 

analysis of S&P 500 from 2017 to 2018. Richard briefly explained the fluctuations of the 

stock and bond markets from 2017 to 2018. Richard advised that rising interest rates 

contributed to the drop in the bond market. We have been in a difficult market where 

stocks and bonds have been down for calendar year 2018. Plan adjustments were made 

based on the equity and bond markets and the timing of the adjustments were good. 

Richard responded to a question asked by Fray McCormick clarifying the withdrawals 

from the plan in order to keep the plan balanced. Elizabeth Cook asked if the drop was 

due to the devaluation of the stock and Richard explained that the returns presented 

were net of deposits or withdrawals.  Richard discussed price to earnings ratios for the 

S&P 500 from the tech bubble to the depths of financial crisis. Stocks are little less 

expensive than they were 3 months ago.  Richard reviewed different asset classes of the 

stock market and the performance of these classes based on a 20 year average. Richard 

reviewed returns from different sectors of the S&P 500. In years where S&P was down, 

the following year the S&P was up except for the year following the tech bust. This 

recovery has been one of the slowest we’ve had going back to 1900. Richard discussed 

inverted yield curves to include the 2 year and 10 year treasury. The yield curve is not 

yet inverted but if it does, many feel this is an indication of a possible recession. Richard 

advised of historical earnings in a difficult market. Richard briefly discussed market 

insights by reviewing some tailwinds and headwinds of the market. Richard asked the 

board if the asset allocation needed to be adjusted. Jack Kinsman suggested that we 

wait until the next meeting to decide. Richard advised he was comfortable with the 

current allocation. The board discussed asset allocation from an equity to bonds 

standpoint. Elizabeth made a comment about market uncertainties due to government 



shutdown. Richard plans to bring a market portfolio strategist in February, Nick Lacy to 

discuss the capital markets. There were no additional questions for Richard regarding 

performance. 

 

NEW BUSINESS: 

a. FY20 Actuarial Report Discussion 

Finance Director Angelica Alexander explained that our actuarial consultant, Chuck Carr, will 

not be able to attend one of our upcoming meetings. The board was presented with 2 options. 

Angelica can present the information for review and we can have a special called meeting with 

Chuck or one of Chuck’s associates can attend the meeting on Chuck’s behalf. The board 

discussed the options. Elizabeth suggested that one of Chuck’s associates attend the next 

meeting. Lilliana asked if Chuck could provide a summary of the reports. Angelica would reach 

out to see which associate would be able to attend one of the upcoming meetings and for the 

summary.  

 

OLD BUSINESS: 

No old business was discussed. However, Jack Kinsman asked about the $8 million distribution. 

Angelica advised we have not made any additional distributions. Jack then asked about 

payments from the drop plan because he thought those funds were segregated from the 

pension fund. Pam Hodge explained how drop payments are accounted for separately for each 

individual. Chief Higgins asked about pension refunds and their impact on the plan. It was 

suggested that Chuck provide an analysis regarding the impact of the D.R.O.P. to the plan, the 

10 year vesting period employee refunds and how they impact the plan, and what would 

happen if we go back to a 5 year vesting period. 

 

City Manager Isaiah Hugley made a motion to adjourn, it was seconded by Fray McCormick, and 

unanimously approved by the board. 

 

The next meeting is scheduled for February 13, 2019 at 2:00 PM in the Ground Floor 

Conference Room. 

 

         Angelica Alexander 

          Angelica Alexander 

          Board Secretary 


